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god's lesser glory the diminished god of open theism - god's lesser glory the diminished god of open theism bruce a ware on amazon.com free shipping on qualifying offers christians throughout history have been strengthened by their confidence that god knows everything about the future but consider this what if it simply is not true what if god can only rely on his best guess about tomorrow just as you and i do, articles archive wayne grudem - the debate about biological origins continues to be hotly contested within the christian church prominent organizations such as biologos usa and faraday institute uk insist that christians must yield to an unassailable scientific consensus in favor of contemporary evolutionary theory and modify traditional biblical ideas about the creation of life accordingly, the shaping of biblical criticism a catholic perspective - the historical critical method as applied to biblical studies has long been a source of controversy does it aid or support christian convictions or do its principles and methodology intrinsically tend to work like an acid slowly eroding the intellectual foundations of christian theism as a viable worldview, why death suffering creation.com - i'm still not sure why you bother with the bible at all when you don't believe that it's god's word strong is not a solid source because it's basically a gloss on the kjv and frequently commits the root fallacy but even this provides the meaning adversity, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you'll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you'll get back words like gazzlephant and gorilldebeest, joshua lim s story a westminster seminary california - this a guest post by joshua lim joshua graduated this spring from westminster seminary california where he earned his ma in historical theology he was born and raised in the pcosa he spent a few years in college as a baptist before moving back to a confessional reformed denomination urcna, stop adding zeroes slate star codex - right my point was that the advice should be not become hedge fund manager or become a doctor but rather become whatever it is that you have a good chance of being great at then donate your money to whatever cause you want to support, social science dictionary with a durkheim bias - a general statement intended to develop a unified conceptual scheme for theory and research in the social sciences was published by nine usa social scientists in 1951 theory was to be based on a theory of action in which the point of reference of all terms is the action of an individual actor or collective of actors, post partisanship is hyper partisanship slate star codex - a few years ago i wrote i want to avoid a very easy trap which is saying that ingroups vs outgroups are about how different you are or how hostile you are i don't think that's quite right compare the nazis to the german jews and to the japanese the nazis were very similar to the german, the secret doctrine volume i what is theosophy - the secret doctrine the synthesis of science religion and philosophy by h.p blavatsky author of isis unveiled there is no religion higher than truth
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